The trusted name in disaster management
The Product

Wooden flakes: Sourced from Plantation wood like Eucalyptus, Poplar Etc.

Chemicals: Non-hazardous in nature.
Products highlights

- Strong & Durable
- Fire Resistant
- Weather Resistant
- Termite Proof
- Sound Insulation
Case in point

**Latur & Uttarkashi Earthquake**
Structures were built with Bison Panel to restore essential services like Telecom & Electricity etc. in no time.

**Gujarat Earthquake**
Bison Panel was used largely by many NGO’s including The Swaminarayan Trust to erect rehab sheds for the distressed.

**Air Force station**
@ Bhuj, assembled by Bison Panel.

**J & K Earthquake**
Thousands of pre-fabricated structures raised with Bison Panel were outfitted for The Indian Army.

**Large rehabilitation camps**
were put together for CPWD with Bison Panel in remote areas of J&K like Tangdhar etc.

**Tsunami**
Forged, formed and fabricated many School buildings, Telecom exchanges, Police stations etc in Tsunami afflicted areas of TN & Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
The biggest challenge
Need of the hour

- Exclusive hospitals for Covid-19 patients that would serve as containment zones.
- Building new hospitals with pre-fab technology.

Partitions/Drywall with Bison Panel is just what we need.
Open ward to isolation spaces
Open ward to isolation spaces

Double skin partitions
Open ward to isolation spaces

Double skin partitions
Open ward to isolation spaces

Single skin partitions
Hospital/ Lab buildings

Prefabricated structures with Bison Panel
Hospital/ Lab buildings

Prefabricated structures with Bison Panel
Hospital/ Lab buildings

LGSF structures with Bison Panel
Advantages with Bison Panel

- Speed
- Cost-Effectiveness
- Pan-India fabricator network
- Proven track record of 27 years
- Fire resistance
- No damage from fumigation/disinfection
- Relocation possibilities in future
Roster of clients

Private
- Reliance Industries Limited
- Larsen & Toubro

Defence
- Military Engineers Service
- Indian Army & Paramilitary forces

Public
- Central Public Works Department
- State PWDs
Manufacturing facilities

Himachal

Telangana
NCL Industries Ltd.
Thank You

For additional information and business enquiries

K S Srivastava  
General Manager (West),  
Boards Division  
+91 93968 40777  
kssrivastava@bisonpanel.com

M A Saleem  
Marketing & Sales  
+91 93908 01104  
boards@bisonpanel.com

NCL Industries Limited  
Building No. 5, Unit No. 112-113,  
Jogani Industrial Complex,  
V.N. Purav Marg, Chunabhatti,  
Mumbai - 400022.

NCL Industries Limited  
6 & 7th Floors, NCL Pearl,  
Near Rail Nilayam, Secunderabad, Hyderabad,  
Telangana - 500026.